
Floor Hatch
All Stainless
    SUS-304

Stainless outer Frame/ Stainless Inner lid Waterproof/ Deodorant type

For mortar Filling depth

For pedestrianSimple Lock Screw handle

Certified product for public building.

Waterproof / Deodorant type, All stainless steel top part water stop type

Water proof / Deodorant type

Enhanced with waterproof and 
deodorant effect by using 4 bolts 
and rubber packing.

All Stainless made

Main body in made of Stainless.
Superior in the Corrosion resistance. 
(But except anchor)

Filling depth 26mm

Dedicated type for mortar filling.

Big Size

Corresponds to the size up to 
600×1179

Top part water stop type

By rubber packing, 
the structure provides that water 
is not easily to be entered into the inner.

Pull-Up Handle 

The handle to hook screw head.

Mortar filling 
specifications

Outer dimension of outer frame
Lid dimension

Lock screw Mortar fillingOuter frame

Packing

Rubber packing

Inner lidOuter frame

Water is not easily to be entered
into the inner.

Lid reinforcement

Inner lid

Effective opening size

Welding

Rain water, etc.

Option Pull-Up Handle

Name         Unit                QTY/CTN
FWMPDHD          1 set (2 pcs)               1

 Parts           MaterialsMaterials Note
Inner lid                       SUS304 Hairline frame
Outer frame                SUS304 Hairline frame
Lid reinforcement      SUS304  
Packing Chloroprene rubber
Lock screw Stainless M10
Anchor SGHC-Z27

Finish

To keep the effect of Waterproof and deodorant, filling work by mortar for lid and surroundings to be perfectly done.
During installation work and when lid is opened/closed, cleaning job is required for packing surface and adhesion surface of frame. 
Don't apply to the place where always submerged in water or snow fall.

Note

Lid dimension  Lid reinforcement 
        material Quantity of lidSize

Effective opening 
            size
          (mm)

Outer dimension 
of outer frame
          (mm)

Name Packaged Qty/
Per carton

Accesories
Lid weight

Spacer for frame Pull-up handle

The type for mortar filling

 (mm)

Customize
Custom dimension
(The outer frame size)
Minimum 300×300~900×900mm
or 600×1179mm

Our website--->https://www.daiken.ne.jp/eng/




